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This special collection consists of papers inspired by topics covered in two different work-
shops addressing the challenge of prosodic transcription for research in spoken language 
sciences and for the development of computer speech technologies. At the heart of this 
collection are discussions of the phonological assumptions behind current approaches 
to prosodic transcription, the choice of discrete units and their granularity, the conse-
quences of adopting a phonetically transparent transcription system, and the challenges 
of transcribing under-described languages. This collection of papers aims to foster further 
discussion on cross-linguistic prosodic transcription and the levels of linguistic analysis 
required by this enterprise.

The contributions included in this collection represent different positions on a spectrum 
going from advocating the need for a broad phonetic transcription of intonation and an 
accompanying International Phonetic Alphabet (see the Hualde and Prieto contribution), 
to the idea that the main purpose of a prosodic transcription is to capture phonologi-
cal contrast (see Arvaniti’s and Frota’s contributions). Specifically, in her invited paper, 
Arvaniti points to the need to stay close to the contrastive principle especially when it 
comes to analyzing highly variable data coming from understudied languages. At the 
heart of her paper, examples drawn from Romani serve to illustrate the point. Specifically, 
Arvaniti advances the argument by which analytical decisions concerning the analysis of 
intonation in highly variable data cannot separate phonetic form from (pragmatic) mean-
ing and function. The author argues that the best practice would start with the simplest 
analysis, which would then be optionally enriched only if additional and compelling evi-
dence becomes available. 

On the other hand, Hualde and Prieto start from the perspective that two levels of 
transcription should be favored, i.e., a broad phonetic level together with the more tradi-
tional AM phonological level. The authors argue, in particular, that the benefits of using 
a broad phonetic level of transcription (such as transparency in the use of labels) are 
widely accepted in the community when it comes to segmental transcription. The issue of 
“portability” of a set of commonly agreed upon labels and of analytical accuracy is also 
discussed. Hualde and Prieto underline the fact that their proposal is not entirely new, 
given that a level of broad phonetic transcription had been previously proposed by other 
authors especially to facilitate typological comparison. Suggesting the use of a full-fledged 
International Prosodic Alphabet (IPrA) is at the heart of their proposal, though departing 
from existing IPA symbols and diacritics.

The problem of variability in intonational realization and the challenges that this repre-
sents for the analyst is seen as calling for a different answer for Cole and Shattuck-Hufnagel. 
In this contribution, the authors argue for the usefulness of two new transcription meth-
odologies, i.e., Rapid Prosodic Transcription (RPT) and cue specification. Specifically, while 
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RPT has the advantage of allowing non-expert transcriptions and hence for a very large 
set of transcribed data, cue specification would shed light on the interpretative process of 
cue integration performed by listeners in prosodic analyses, as well as guiding efforts in 
devising automatic prosodic annotation algorithms. The two novel transcription methods 
offer complementary insights into the mapping between the meaning functions of prosody 
and their acoustic realization, and can be informative individually or in conjunction with 
expert phonological annotations. 

Cangemi and Grice also focus on the variability issue and the need—also underlined by 
Cole and Shattuck-Hufnagel and, in a different way, by Arvaniti—to stay close to meaning 
on the pragmatic side. Their approach stresses the importance of both phonetic substance 
and pragmatic meaning in shaping phonological categories in intonation. This perspective 
is original in that it takes into account the internal structuring of a phonological category 
and in particular the differential variability that is intrinsic to each of the categories envis-
aged by the analyst.

Two of the contributions offer an in-depth coverage of the phonology end of the intona-
tional transcription spectrum. Frota, in particular, underlines the need to do both system-
internal analysis and cross-language comparisons using the same principles and analytical 
tools, namely looking at surface/structure relations, distribution, contrast, and meaning 
(using production and perception). The paper provides case studies of such an approach, 
both within language and across languages. In the discussion and conclusion section, it 
is explicitly stated that “by using the same labels within the same framework in identical 
ways, that is to express intonation categories, we are taking a step towards analytic accu-
racy and crosslanguage comparability”. Frota’s contribution also points to the importance 
of focusing on the relation between surface form and structure by using the tools and the 
labels that are already offered by mainstream AM. Finally, Gussenhoven’s contribution 
offers a critical view of MAE–ToBI, in particular regarding cases of overanalysis and under-
analysis which are illustrated through a wide set of examples. The proposal advocates an 
off-ramp instead of an on-ramp analysis of complex pitch accent categories (such as rise-
falls) in English. The proposal is accompanied by the results of a perception experiment, 
which go in the direction of the off-ramp analysis, supporting the revision suggested by 
the author.  
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